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FlipSnack Edu

PRICE
Free to Try, Paid

GRADES
7-12

PLATFORMS
Website

SUBJECTS
English Language Arts [ + ]

SKILLS
Communication & Collaboration [ + ]

Creativity [ + ]

Tech Skills [ + ]

GRAPHITE RATING TEACHER RATING (3 TEACHER REVIEWS)

STANDARDS
Common Core State Standards

Design limitations hinder potentially helpful book creator 
Visit Website

Show Additional Product Details

ENGAGEMENT

PEDAGOGY

SUPPORT

LEARNING SCORES

Kids should enjoy creating and sharing photo books, but some may find the

inability to add text frustrating. Teachers need to guide kids to make the

experience educational; the site doesn't offer learning-based content.

Teachers can control flipbook creation. Users have to design pages offline and

upload them to make books with words and images; being able to do that in the

tool would make the site a better fit for classroom use.

Educator guides explain how to create a flipbook and use the site for educational

purposes. Message boards or other ways for teachers to share ideas would be a

nice addition.
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EDITORIAL REVIEW

PROS

Teachers and students can exchange assignments,

and kids can express creativity by customizing

some book elements.

CONS

Without designing pages offline, the site's book

creation options are limited.

BOTTOM LINE

FlipSnack Edu can help teachers share and

oversee projects, but the tool's text limitations

may limit its educational value.
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Erin Brereton 

Common Sense Graphite Reviewer 

GRAPHITE RATING WHAT'S IT LIKE?
FlipSnack Edu is the teacher version of FlipSnack's online publishing platform,

which allows users to upload predesigned content to make a "flippable" virtual

book. You can create a virtual classroom to share flipbooks with your students

on any subject.

Teachers receive 30 student accounts with the Flipsnack Edu standard package.

You also start out with 100 default "points," which you can use or give to
Read More

IS IT GOOD FOR LEARNING?
FlipSnack's educational version features some nice extras to help teachers

manage the book creation and sharing process. Student flipbooks are saved

into the system, so you can view them at any time. To make content sharing

easier and target specific student needs, you can also create groups for specific

activities -- such as students who need extra help -- and specific subjects, like

algebra, to share books with several students at a time. The group membership

list remains private, so kids won't feel singled out.
Read More

HOW CAN TEACHERS USE IT?
You can create flipbooks, used as presentation visuals or shared with students

through the site, to introduce new subjects, provide course descriptions, or

explain projects. However, you'll need to create pages offline using a separate

design tool and upload .pdfs to include text. Students respond by creating and

sharing a flipbook, so they, too, will need to use an external program if the

assignments involve anything other than pictures or altering .pdfs.Read More

Terrible-- Autosave does not work

Vander H. 

December 10, 2014

Diversify your flip class resources
with this interactive flipbook

Rachelle W. 
Fort Settlement Middle
School 
Sugar Land, TX November 22, 2014

Flipsnack can be used creatively by
students and teachers to present
books, journals, information, and
course materials.

Dianne J. 
Maclay School 
Tallahassee, FL November 17, 2014
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Teachers Developers

Users can upload images or drag and drop the files to add them in the book

creation tool.
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